
Upgrade or Replace...
Getting the Most Out 
of Your EMV Site Visit
ATM owners and operators throughout the U.S. are making their EMV upgrade plans and scheduling their site
visits. In many cases, the added costs from an additional, but needed, visit to the ATM may be formidable. 

But what if ATM deployers could turn this into an opportunity for expanding services and functionality at the ATM?
How could an IAD (independent ATM deployer) get the most out of their EMV upgrade? 
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Update ATM Software
Due to lack of time and costs, many ATM deployers
do not regularly update their operating systems.
However, the majority of systems currently in use
frequently have patches and upgrades sent out
based on new security concerns and general 
operational improvements.

“We recommend that ATM operators regularly update
their software security and compliance while at the
ATM but know it’s not always possible due to lack 
of time and the high cost of site visits,” says Cooper
Frandsen, ATMequipment.com sales manager.

“Since we’re already seeing evidence of criminals
increasingly targeting the ATM, especially as the
card reader becomes a more difficult access point
with EMV implementation,” says Frandsen, “adding
software maintenance to the EMV upgrade site visit
is not only a great way to get the most bang for your
money it also helps cover a potential vulnerability
criminals may try to exploit.”

Advance Function Software 
New advances in ATM technology offer a wide 
variety of additional functions for ATMs. These
added technologies include dynamic currency 
conversion (DCC), lottery tickets sales, charitable
donations, bill pay and other kiosk-type functions.
Many of these advanced options run as additional
transactions – providing added ATM revenue with
minimal hassle and cost for implementation and
participation.

“In addition to increased revenue and potential for
greater transaction volume per visit, some advance
function options may also increase foot traffic,” says

New advances in ATM technology offer a wide variety of additional
functions and revenue opportunities for ATM deployers such as the

ability of offer lottery ticket sales, charitable donations and DCC.



Spencer Matthews, executive vice president of ATMequipment.com.
Charitable donations at the ATM, for example, pull in advertising from
charities and appeal to a wide base of increased “societal participation”
interest world-wide. CharityNavigator.org reports charitable giving has 
increased in every category since 2009 – with the majority of money
(72%) originating from individual consumers.

“Companies looking to off-set some of their upgrade costs with new
revenue streams may want to look into using their EMV site visits to
load one or more of these advanced function software options onto their
machines,” says Frandsen.

Marketing & Branding
Studies have shown ATM branding can boost transaction volume. “But
branding doesn’t, necessarily, have to be a bank – as long as consumers
view the brand as trusted and familiar,” says Matthews. ATM deployers
can work to land branding deals for their locations by partnering with
local organizations, offering the branding area to the retail location partner
or developing a general branding look that communicates to the consumer. 

“Using the EMV upgrade site visit to brand your ATMs not only makes
the ATM more appealing,” says Frandsen, “it could produce a boost in
transaction volume and revenue.”

Other Compliance Updates
There have been several compliance updates over the past few years.
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) changes were just the begin-
ning. There have also been PCI updates in addition to the Windows 7
migration. Making sure machines are fully compliant when upgrading for
EMV can increase security and protect your business from potential
compliance lawsuits.

Clean the ATM
No one wants to use a dirty ATM!and cardholders are less likely to use
a machine covered in unsightly dust and/or finger grease. Yet, a majority
of ATMs are not cleaned on a regular basis.
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“A site visit is the perfect time to polish up the machine and make it more
attractive to the consumer,” says Frandsen.

Update Photos 
Keeping a record of current ATM conditions is important for 
technical, liability and legal purposes. An EMV upgrade site 
visit is the perfect time to perform a photo audit of each of
your locations – especially if you are using the time to 
update, clean and, potentially, brand the ATM.

Convert to Wireless
Many ATM owners/operators are switching to wireless internet 
access due to the cost savings as well as the increased security, 
faster transaction speed and reliability compared with landline 
technology. 

“In some cases, ATM deployers have seen as much as a 50 percent 
reduction in costs with wireless compared to landlines,” says Chris
Baird, executive vice president of OptConnect, ATMequipment.com’s
sister company. “Converting a portfolio of 100 ATMs, for example, to
wireless can add up to a savings of $20,000 per year or more.”

Frandsen says, “switching units to wireless while visiting the ATM to
upgrade to EMV just makes sense and will improve your bottom line.”

THERE IS NO QUESTION CONVERTING AN ATM FLEET TO EMV IS
GOING TO BE COSTLY AND TIME CONSUMING. However, using the
time and technician’s efforts as an opportunity to update and upgrade
other components can allow ATM deployers to get more bang for their
buck!and maybe make some extra revenue, too.
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Need More Info on EMV?
Visit the ATMEquipment EMV Resource Center for all 
the latest updates


